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Prophetic Analysis:  The Deep State and the Game of Thrones 
 
You will notice my new website design.  I want to give you a template for 
understanding the important transition the world is going through and how to use my 
website for understanding this prophetic template. 
 
As promised before I am making some changes on how I want to do my teaching 
ministry on understanding the Kingdom of God and the work for the Church in our 
time. 
 
I have realized that people these days don't have time to read books but want 
information in a format they can easily understand.  So I have taken my book offline 
and instead I have divided up the website into 10 different categories with short 
articles in each section for you to study and get a quick idea of where I am going with 
the Kingdom Vision.  I will be adding more articles as time goes on, this is only a 
start.  Later I will post a series of lengthy books for those who want to do in depth 
prophetic study.  
 
I will be doing an article on the prophetic template of scriptures taken from Daniel 
and Revelation that gives us the outline for understanding what is happening in the 
world in the context of prophetic scripture of the Kingdom of God. But this week I am 
going to give you a quick peek into this template and then tell you how to use the 
various postings of articles I put on line to fill in the blanks.   
 
This will also help give you context when I need to do international news analysis to 
be able to fit it into the prophetic timeline. 
 
For instance, I really want to get into some the things grabbing world headlines 
because important things are happening with regard to world events and the Kingdom 
of God.  Just this last week.... 
 
- Have you noticed the upsurge of common people around the world in the streets 
fighting to be heard, wanting to throw out the political order?  
 
In Paris and France the yellow jackets are out every Saturday and growing every 
week.   
 
In China the big news being suppressed are the hundreds of villages in protest against 
corrupt officials...and Beijing has already thrown more than a million officials in jail. 
 
In Venezuela its over, the country is imploding as people riot and leave by the 
millions....the same for Zimbabwe and DRC Congo and I can go on. 
 
The middle east has been bombed into oblivion with millions of refugees trying to 
swarm into Europe. 



In Europe the political structures are crumbling.  Nationalism is on the rise, old 
established political parties being voted out. Brexit is going to be a financial disaster 
for Britain. 
 
In America there is a record unemployment and record growth last year but 71% of 
Americans are living paycheck to paycheck and 41% cannot put $500 together for an 
emregency....what happens when the recession that is coming turns into depression. 
 
The other sleeper stories that are gaining insight is a report last week on China's 
demographic time bomb....no babies! Or not enough.  And this can be repeated over 
and over in all developed countries.  I am going to do a special report on the 
demographic collapse of the developed world for one major reason...financiers are 
starting to pick up on this.  Here is why.  When a banker makes a loan he wants 
collateral for that loan...some back up that if the payment does not come in on time he 
can access the collateral.  Now think of this...what is the collateral for nations who 
borrow money?  It is tax payers who are going to pay back the loans in the future.  
But what if there are no taxpayers? or what if there are not enough working people to 
pay taxes?  And that is the new reality....today's Yuppies are having ever fewer 
children...there is no population growth...there is population shrinkage of young 
working people and an ever larger population of old people to be taken care of. Here 
is the new emerging reality...the debts are not going to be repaid and there is nobody 
to take care of the old people. And financiers are taking note of this coming disaster! 
 
And I am also going to give you analysis of the real reality of the oil crisis ahead and 
the electric car breakthrough is exciting but there are 1 billion petrol cars to replace 
and not enough lithium to go around and oil production falling and electric cars not 
replacing quick enough and so the elite will get theirs and the underclass will revolt 
with sky high petrol prices and unaffordable transportation.  Zimbabwe is a taste of 
what is coming for large parts of the world. 
 
Ok so how do we fit these and other things now going on in the world into a prophetic 
template that makes sense.  How do we fit the good news of what is happening with 
the bad news of what is happening. 
 
Here is what works for me and how my vision of prophetic times work... 
 
I use Daniel 2 and 7 and Revelation 17 and 18 as my template for world affairs. And 
it works out very nicely with other prophetic scriptures. 
 
In Daniel 2 you have the dream of king Nebuchadnezzar of his vision of a statue of 
gold silver brass and iron....you are well aware of this.  But it is the ten toes that 
interest me.  Each metal represent ongoing world empires until you get to the 10 toes 
that are a mixture of iron and clay....and then comes the very interesting prophetic 
word from Daniel...in the days of these kings (the 10 kings) will the Lord of heaven 
set up His Kingdom....which he sees prophetically as a rock striking the image at his 
toes and it topples and the rock grows to fill the earth. 
 
Now here is the interesting thing...Daniel 7 repeats this analogy and there he talks 
about 10 horns are 10 kings that will have power and make war against the 
saints...until the time comes when the saints possess the kingdom. 



 
And here is the next fascinating scripture because in Revelation 17 we once again get 
the vision of the beast world systems and once again we have the statement of the 10 
kings who receive power from the beast to rule for a short while...but once again the 
prophetic word ...the Lamb shall overcome them (the 10 kings). 
 
I am going to tell you what or who I think the 10 kings are.  But first I want you to 
notice that John adds an important clue...there is a whore called "Mystery Babylon" 
who rides the beast.  Then it says these 10 kings turn on the whore to rend her to 
pieces. 
 
Now to understand this prophetic vision you need to go to my two articles in the 
section The War of the Saints and look up the two articles titled "The Gates of Hell" 
and "Mystery Babylon and the Gates of the Gods".  There you will find who the 
whore is and I give you an analysis of three of the kings of the earth who have 
committed whoredomes with the great Whore Babylon. There are more that we will 
explore in time. 
 
Here is how I see the prophetic timeline.... 
 
I believe that we are in the age of 10 world powers that are in conflict with one 
another for survival and world control.  Meaning there is no one world government.  I 
have my own ideas as to who I think are the world power centers. And it is not always 
nations...there are other actors hidden behind nations. 
 
I further postulate that if you want world power you need to access secret occult 
power to win the "Game of Thrones".  You need to learn how to open the gates of hell 
and submit to very dark and dangerous demonic forces who they themselves are 
fighting among themselves.  I believe that when you analyze the deeper recesses of 
the world of intelligence agencies the world of high finance, the world of deep politics 
at its core are a set of people who will literally sell their souls for power and wealth 
and influence.  I believe this is happening in Wall street and the City of London, in 
the Vatican, in Beijing, in Hollywood etc. 
 
I believe however that the world of deep occult power is being laid open, whether it is 
the war against the "deep state" or however you want to call it....everywhere around 
the world there is a rising suspicion that no matter who you vote into power you 
cannot trust the politicians or the financiers or religious leaders...there is some other 
agenda at work in world affairs that does not make sense to the common man. 
 
And that is where we are at in my prophetic timeline....the people of the world are in 
an angry mood and by the time they are finished they are going to tear the occult elite 
apart.  No wonder the world elite want to escape to Mars or deep bunkers or hidden 
mountain hideaways.  Judgment is coming. 
 
And this prophetically is the time we are now in...the transition of the ages.  The time 
of the 10 world secret power centers are coming to an end...hidden secrets will be 
shouted from the housetops.   The things done in secret with secret bank accounts, the 
child molestations, the child sacrifices, the evil of lies and war and deceptions...those 
things will be made open for all to see.... 



 
And in a small way we are already seeing it here in South Africa.  The Zondo 
Commission now sitting hearing the incredible secret corruption of the top officials of 
the ruling ANC party...people are angry!  But the prayers of a million Christians 
gathered by Bro. Angus Buchan outside Bloemfontein those prayers are being 
answered.  The evil done in secret will be made manifest and the time will come that 
the Christians of this nation and in fact the Christians of Zimbabwe and others will 
stand together and say enough is enough...this nation belongs to the Lord....Southern 
Africa belongs to the Kingdom of God. 
 
And that will start the Second Reformation of the Church...the great work to heal the 
nation and redeem the people and bring Southern Africa into the Kingdom of God.  
And the wonderful thing about this is that if I have my prophetic template right then it 
is now the time for Babylon to fall...and that is why I am writing blogs to alert you of 
the collapsing world power structures, not to scare you, but to tell you it is time to exit 
Babylon...and time to build the Kingdom of God. 
 
And that is a big task because that is the critical issue before us now....you hear all the 
preachers talking about the coming great wealth transfer, the coming great harvest, the 
coming great power....well with all that comes the coming great responsibility for 
caring for people, setting up a Kingdom economy, healing our people. 
 
And that is the other sections on my website...exploring new ideas of how perhaps the 
Lord wants us to go about these wonderful tasks. 
 
Just a word of warning...I don't have all the answers.  I am also an explorer here. I am 
also asking the Lord to show me the way forward. So take what I have that you can 
use...throw out what you think is crazy talk.   
 
But let's be excited to be alive in such a time as this and lets not get into doom and 
gloom about the future...let's trust that God is in control and His Spirit will not only 
empower us for the work but will step by step lead us into all the truth we need for 
this hour. 
      


